Abstract. Models of the mechanisms of normal eye movements are typically described in terms of the block diagrams which are used in control theory. An alternative approach to understanding the mechanisms of normal eye movements involves describing the eye movement behaviour in terms of smooth changes in state variables. The latter approach captures the burst cell ®ring against motor error (dierence between target gaze angle and current gaze angle) phase plane behaviour which is found experimentally and facilitates the modelling of variations in burst cell behaviour. A novel explanation of several types of congenital nystagmus waveforms is given in terms of a saccadic termination abnormality.
Introduction
Normal ®xation eye movements are driven by a combination of a burst of neural ®ring, which drives the eye muscle plant during the fast phase of the eye movement, and a tonic level of ®ring, which holds the eye in place during ®xation (Robinson 1964) . The rate of ®ring of the burst cells is a nonlinear, saturating function of the dynamic motor error, which is the dierence between the required eye position and the current eye position with respect to the orbit (Van Gisbergen et al. 1981) . The accuracy of the fast phase eye movements, even under the eects of tranquillizers, shows that the burst signal is under feedback control (JuÈ rgens et al. 1981) .
Two alternative feedback models have been proposed: one based on the estimated eye position, and one on the estimated eye displacement (Zee et al. 1976; Van Gisbergen et al. 1981) . The former (Fig. 1a) assumes the burst cell ®ring pattern carries a velocity signal which is integrated to give a position signal. The dynamic motor error, e, is given by e g Ã À n, the dierence between the desired gaze angle g Ã and an eerence copy of eye position, n, taken from the neural integrator. The alternative model is based upon a resettable integrator which produces an estimate of the current eye displacement, s. In this case (Fig. 1b) , dynamic motor error (also labelled e), which drives the ®ring of the burst cells, is equal to Dg À s, the dierence between the required eye displacement, Dg, and the estimate of current eye displacement.
No neurophysiological evidence has been found to support the existence of a neural correlate of g Ã . On the other hand, there is strong evidence from neurophysiological studies of the superior colliculus (Scudder 1988) for a signal related to changes in the target position (Dg). Because of this, more recent models of the saccadic system have been based on the displacement feedback model rather than the position feedback model (Moschovakis 1994; Breznen and Gnadt 1997; Dominey et al. 1997) .
The displacement feedback model of normal saccadic eye movements also provides a basis for explaining a variety of abnormal saccadic eye movements. It is believed that the high gain of the burst cells can make the pulse generator inherently unstable in the sense that if a sucient delay is introduced into the loop, then oscillations will occur. During ®xation, such oscillations are suppressed by pause cells which inhibit the burst cells, since it has been found that the pause cells cease ®ring during a saccade (Keller 1977) . If the pause cells do not provide a large enough inhibitory signal to the burst cells, then small amplitude (0.1±0.5 deg.) high frequency (15±30 Hz) oscillations, referred to as microsaccadic utter, can occur. If, in addition, the internal delay is increased to more than 20 ms, then larger amplitude saccadic¯utter is found (Ashe et al. 1991) .
These explanations imply that microsaccadic and saccadic¯utter are dynamical diseases. These have been characterized as conditions which occur when the components of the system are still functioning, but are operating outside their normal range (Glass and Mackey 1979) . In order to understand such conditions, it is appropriate to concentrate on the behaviour of the system, because structurally, the system may appear to be normal. The behaviour of a system can be analysed by application of nonlinear dynamics techniques, which involve describing the system by a set of coupled ®rst-order dierential equations, and then analysing the geometric behaviour of the state variables in a multidimensional state space (Kaplan and Glass 1995; Wilson 1999) .
The nonlinear dynamics approach is particularly suited to describing the behaviour of burst cells. The ®ring patterns of burst cells show characteristic trajectories when plotted in the burst cell ®ring against motor error phase plane. An advantage of this type of description of the behaviour of the burst cells is that it facilitates investigation of the eects of variations in the burst cell characteristics, as are found experimentally (Van Gisbergen et al. 1981) . Using this method of analysis we ®nd that burst cell ®ring can also be responsible for oscillations which have both a slow phase and a fast phase, as in the case of congenital nystagmus. The main results of this paper concern the properties of a bilateral version of a model of the saccadic system which predicts a number of congenital nystagmus waveforms when the burst cell characteristics are altered.
A nonlinear dynamics model
Both the plant and neural integrator can be treated as linear systems, and the only modi®cation to the existing control theory models (Van Gisbergen et al. 1981; Optican and Zee 1984; Van Opstal et al. 1985) which is needed, is to turn the description of the plant and neural integrator subsystem into a set of three ®rst-order dierential equations, so that their description is compatible with the rest of the nonlinear dynamics model. A working description of the muscle plant is that it acts like a second-order linear system with a slow time constant T 1 equal to 0.15 s and a fast time constant T 2 equal to 0.012 s (Optican and Zee 1984; Van Opstal et al. 1985) . The rate of change of the gaze angle, g, and eye velocity, v, are described by the pair of dierential equations:
where b is the input to the muscle plant from the burst cells and n is the input from the neural integrator. Similarly, the behaviour of the neural integrator can be modelled by a ®rst-order low-pass ®lter with a time constant T N , which is equal to 25 s in the normal oculomotor system (Optican and Zee 1984) . This integrator can be described by a single equation:
The qualitative behaviour of the burst cells associated with a saccade is similar to that of a heartbeat or nerve impulse in that it includes: (1) a stable equilibrium, (2) a threshold for triggering an action and (3) a return to equilibrium. The simplest system of dierential equa- Local feedback models of the saccadic system. The gaze angle with respect to the head is denoted by g, the angle to the target by g Ã and the initial dierence between the gaze angle of the eye and the target direction by Dg. a The position feedback model. A position signal n is fed back from the neural integrator to generate the motor error. b The displacement feedback model. A copy of the output from the burst cells is integrated to obtain a current eye displacement signal s tions which shows this type of behaviour is based on a cubic function (Zeeman 1972 
where, as above, b is the ®ring rate of the burst cells, e is the dynamic motor error, and is a small positive number. In eect, whenever the dynamic motor error is nonzero, the state of the system relaxes rapidly onto the curve, dbadt 0. The system then evolves according to (4). The result of this is that b and e decrease to zero along this curve. The curve dbadt 0 is referred to as the nullcline of the burst cell equation (Kaplan and Glass 1995; Wilson 1999) . The role of the multiplier is to constrain the dynamics of the burst cells to the burst cell ®ring rate nullcline. As is made smaller, the system moves more and more rapidly onto the nullcline. The eect of altering the value of on the saccadic waveform will be explored in the next section. A quantitative description of the burst cell activity must match the experimental ®ndings which show that, during a saccade, the ®ring level changes almost instantaneously from zero to lie on an exponential curve, and then follows this curve as the motor error decreases (Van Gisbergen et al. 1981) . Hence, the simple cubic function in the burst cell equation was replaced by an exponential function, the form of which was taken from previous descriptions of the relationship between motor error and burst cell ®ring rate (Van Gisbergen et al. 1981; Optican and Zee 1984) . The parameters of the function were selected empirically so that durations and peak velocities of the modelled saccades followed the main sequence (Bahill et al. 1975) . The ®ring rate of the burst cells can then be described by the equation:
where
In the position feedback model, the motor error is given by the dierence between the target gaze direction in head-based coordinates g Ã , and an estimate of current eye position in head-based coordinates n, which is obtained from the output of the neural integrator. So it is the combination of (3) and (5a) which determine the behaviour of the saccadic pulse generator, in the position feedback model. The displacement feedback model requires an additional equation in order to incorporate the resettable displacement integrator s, so the equations that determine the behaviour of the burst generator in the displacement feedback model are:
In the displacement feedback model, at the end of a normal saccade the displacement integrator is reset ± a process not represented in (6). In the model of congenital nystagmus introduced in the next section, the burst cell ®ring rate never falls to zero, so there is no indicator of the end of the saccade, and the integrator would not be expected to be reset. In both types of feedback model, the two equations governing the activity of the burst cells are coupled in a feedback loop, so that, if the slope of the burst cell activity against motor error curve is reduced by a drug, then the pulse of innervation will be lengthened by the appropriate amount to ensure the accuracy of the saccade, as is found experimentally (JuÈ rgens et al. 1981) . The pulse activity of a saccade can be initiated by setting g Ã equal to the required gaze direction with respect to the head in the position feedback model, and Dg equal to the initial retinal error in the displacement feedback model. The solutions to these equations will then predict the time courses of the state variables during a saccade as shown in Fig. 2 . The mechanism of the pulse generator has been made clear in this ®gure by marking on the state space of the generator, vectors which show the state changes which are determined by (5b) and (6). If the pulse generator starts in a state at the tail of an arrow, then as time passes it will change to a state in the direction of the head of the arrow. Making the value of the parameter smaller will alter the lengths and directions of the vectors so that the trajectory associated with a single saccade is forced more directly onto the burst cell equation nullcline, and is forced to follow the nullcline more closely.
A bilateral model of the saccadic system
Individual horizontal burst cells ®re maximally when the eye makes a saccade in a particular direction. So, if a cell ®res maximally just before and during a saccade to the right, then it will be quiescent during a saccade to the left. The direction of eye movement for which a burst cell ®res maximally is referred to as its`on' direction, and the opposite direction is referred to as its`o' direction. Although this description is approximately correct, it does not include the small responses associated with eye movements in the o direction which are found experimentally (Van Gisbergen et al. 1981) .
A bilateral version of the displacement feedback model which more accurately re¯ects the experimentally determined burst cell functions can be made by incorporating two further features. Firstly, the experimentally found o response of burst cells can be included and secondly, reciprocal inhibition between the left and right burst cells is needed to ensure that co-contraction does not occur at the end of a saccade. In order to ensure that either the left or the right burst cells dominate, it is appropriate to use nonlinear rather than linear reciprocal inhibition between left and right burst cells. The simplest modi®cation to the displacement feedback model which incorporates these two features, involves replacing (5b), which describes the ®ring of the burst cells, by a pair of symmetrical equations which describe the ®ring of separate populations of left l and right r bursting cells. In this version, the overall burst cell signal b is given by the dierence between the right and left populations, i.e. b r À l. Then:
The function f now describes the ®ring of a typical burst cell in its on direction only, while h is a function which describes the ®ring of a burst cell in its o direction only. The forms of both of these functions were based on experimental measurements (Van Gisbergen et al. 1981) . This model makes it easy to investigate the consequences of alterations in the form of the o responses of burst cells, which show a greater variety of relationships with the motor error than do the on responses (Van Gisbergen et al. 1981) . The constant a alters the maximum amplitude of the o response and the constant b alters the range of motor error over which the o response operates. Ideally, an o function h in which the maximum amplitude and eective range could be altered independently would be most revealing. However, with the simple h function speci®ed in (5c), any change in a alters the maximum amplitude of the o response, but also, to a lesser extent, the range of motor error over which the o response operates. This is also the case for b. Consequently, some modi®cations to other parameters may be needed to ensure that the waveforms remain realistic. The time course and velocity of a normal 2-deg. saccade predicted by the model is plotted in Fig. 3a . Because there are now two burst cell equations, the state space is three-dimensional, and the nullclines of each equation are surfaces. However, the equations are such as to force the state of the pulse generator onto the intersection of the left and right burst cell nullclines, which is a curve in three-dimensional space. To preserve consistency with the simpler model, separate plots of the burst cell activity against motor error have been made for the left and right burst cells in Fig. 3b . These are projections into two dimensions of the trajectories in the three-dimensional state space.
The curve onto which the state of the pulse generator is forced is again shown by a dotted line. The form of this curve can be understood by considering the points on the curve associated with a given value of motor error e. When e is ®xed, the burst cell equations are equivalent to those of a pair of mutually inhibitory nonlinear neurons, which typically have three equilibrium points, two of which are stable and one which is unstable (Schamma 1989; Kaplan and Glass 1995) . For example, if e = 1 it can be seen, in Fig. 3b and c (the latter is a magni®ed version of the former) that there are three ®ring levels of the right burst cell at 0.5, 7.7, and 122.8 spikes/s. Trajectories are repelled from the portion of the dotted curve passing through the point at eY b = (1, 7.7), but attracted to the portions of the curve passing through (1, 0.5) and (1, 122.8).
With normal saccades, the trajectory of the burst cell for which the movement is in its o direction, which in (5b) and (6) with = 0.002. The lowest ®gure is a phase plane portrait of the neural pulse generator. The motor error signal is plotted along the horizontal axis and the burst cell activity is plotted along the vertical axis. The arrows show how any state of the pulse generator will move to the next state. The dots mark the nullcline of the burst cell equation and the continuous curve marks the trajectory associated with the eye movement plotted in the upper ®gure this case is the left burst cell, passes along the set of stable points close to the zero ®ring level. The very small o response, which occurs when e is small, is visible in Fig. 3c . If, for some reason, the trajectory switches to pass along the attracting portion of the dotted curve farthest from the zero ®ring level, then the model produces eye movement waveforms which are typical of saccadic eye movement disorders. Note that this possibility is inherent in the dynamical structure which is present even in the normal eye movement portrayed in Fig. 3 .
For example, if the range of motor errors over which the o component of a burst cell operates is reduced, then microsaccadic oscillations occur. This is illustrated in Fig. 4a , in which the value of b in the h function has been changed to 0.333, which corresponds to a range of motor error of 2 deg., as opposed to the normal range of 5 deg. With b = 2.333, which corresponds to a range of 12 deg., then nystagmus with pseudo-cycloid waveforms occurs, as in Fig. 4b (Dell'Osso and Daro 1975) . This type of waveform typically occurs in cases of congenital nystagmus, in which the saccades are usually slower than normal (Abadi and Worfolk 1989) . To make the waveforms realistic, the on burst function f was replaced by one appropriate for the slower saccades in congenital nystagmus:
If the amplitude of the o response is increased, then a jerk congenital nystagmus waveform appears, as shown in Fig. 4c . Combining the o burst function appropriate for congenital nystagmus with suitably chosen values of a and makes the distinction between fast and slow phases clearer, as can be seen by comparing Fig. 4c with 4d. Figure 4d±f and Fig. 5 illustrate the eect of the parameter, which determines how closely the trajectory of the burst cell ®ring follows the dladt and dradt 0 curve. As increases, the manner in which the trajectory follows the dotted curve becomes increasingly sloppy, overshooting changes in direction of the curve, and the eye movements become larger and the transitions between the fast and slow phases become less sharp. In Fig. 4e , it can be seen that with = 0.0065 the trajectory of left burst cell overshoots the origin and so successive cycles of the nystagmus alternate in phase. Figure 4f shows the eect of a further increase in , which causes the eye movement to become slower and pendular, with no discernible transition between the fast and slow phases.
Because the bilateral model presented in this section provides an explanation of how congenital nystagmus waveforms could emerge as a consequence of anomalous o reponses by the burst cells, it also predicts that voluntary saccades cannot be made independently of the ongoing nystagmus. Although voluntary saccades in the directions of the quick phases will be normal, voluntary saccades in the direction of the slow phases will act to push the state of the burst generator back down the fold of the dotted curve. With large saccades the state will be pushed across the zero motor error line and will result in a normal saccade. However, small saccades will fail to push the state across the zero motor error line and will simply result in an extended slow phase. The predictions are illustrated in Fig. 6 . Experimental studies provide evidence for this eect, in that saccades in the direction of the quick phase are normal, whereas saccades in the direction of the slow phase can either result in a saccade or an extended slow phase (Bedell et al. 1987; Worfolk and Abadi 1991) . However, although the extended slow phase is more common with small saccades, the occurrence of an extended slow phase is not as absolutely tied to saccade size as predicted by the model. 
Discussion
Our starting hypothesis was that microsaccadic and saccadic¯utter occur when the activity of the pause cells is abnormally low (Ashe et al. 1991) . Clearly, a sequence of saccades with no interval between them cannot occur if the pause cells are inhibiting burst cell activity normally at the end of each saccade. Next, a more realistic model of burst cell activity was introduced, and it was found that changes in the parameters governing the o direction responses of the burst cells, which are naturally more variable, gave rise to the types of waveforms typically found in congenital nystagmus. So, by applying a more accurate description of experimentally determined burst cell activity in the context of the current hypothesis about saccadic system disorders, we arrived at a new hypothesis: that a disorder of the saccadic termination mechanism underlies congenital nystagmus.
The explanation of the generation of congenital nystagmus developed within the framework of the reciprocal inhibition model of the organization of the burst cells rests on an abnormality of the relationship between burst cell activity and motor error. The viability of such an explanation cannot be properly assessed without greater understanding of how the normal relationship between burst cell activity and motor error develops, and our model of nystagmus highlights this problem. It may be envisaged that, early in life, many burst cells receive excitatory connections so that they ®re in both on and o directions of saccades. After a while, a process of competitive learning, if successful, results in burst cells which are tuned to ®re in predominantly one direction. The question then arises, as to why, in some cases, the development process is not successful.
The most comprehensive previous explanation of the variety of congenital nystagmus waveforms was provided by Optican and Zee (1984) . In their model, the time constant of the neural integrator is lengthened by a velocity feedback signal, and when the sign of the feedback signal is reversed, the small postsaccadic drift velocities are ampli®ed by the unstable velocity feedback loop, leading to exponentially growing slow phases. There are two main dierences which arise from explaining congenital nystagmus waveforms in terms of a saccadic termination malfunction as opposed to a malfunction of the neural integrator.
Firstly, in order for the pulse of innervation to appear normal despite a malfunctioning neural integrator, the burst cells are required to function normally. By comparison, in our saccadic termination abnormality model, abnormal burst cell activity can explain both microsaccadic oscillations, and the interactions between congenital nystagmus and a voluntary saccade, as well as the occurrence of certain congenital nystagmus waveforms.
Secondly, the waveform associated with the neural integrator malfunction model will be gaze angle dependent, which is not the case for models based on malfunctions of the saccadic or pursuit systems (Harris 1995) . A similar position dependence could be incorporated in the saccadic termination model by making the reciprocal inhibition position dependent. As it stands, the bilateral model described in Sect. 3 provides an explanation for waveforms seen near the primary position, but needs to be extended to explain congenital nystagmus seen in eccentric gaze positions. For example, in Fig. 6d , the voluntary saccade in the opposite direction to the quick phase results in a reversal of the direction of the nystagmus, which is not found in experimental recordings of the nystagmus.
The two models dier most in their predictions as to the occurrence of pendular nystagmus. The Optican and Zee (1984) model only generates small-amplitude sinusoidal pendular nystagmus close to the null region, whereas our saccadic termination abnormality model only produces large-angle sinusoidal pendular nystagmus! In part, this dierence arises because Optican and Zee required the pendular nystagmus to be purely sinusoidal, which is rarely the case in practice (Reinecke et al. 1988) . Indeed, the most problematical waveform for the saccadic termination abnormality model to explain is that of pendular nystagmus with foveating saccades. To model the pendular nystagmus, the factor must be large, but to model the foveating saccades, the factor must be small. Explanation of changes in nystagmus waveforms in terms of changes in the factor are only viable when there are changes in the entire waveform, and there are at least two situations where this occurs. Firstly, when a subject becomes sleepy, the waveform becomes slower and more rounded (Abadi and Dickinson 1986) , so that, in this case, the factor could be taken to re¯ect the state of arousal of the subject. Secondly, congenital nystagmus in babies often appears as a slow, large-amplitude pendular-like nystagmus which often develops later in life into a jerk waveform nystagmus. In this case, the development of the oculomotor system could be modelled by steadily reducing the factor .
The main failing of all the quantitative models of congenital nystagmus that have been developed so far, including the one presented here, is that they all settle down into a periodic waveform (Optican and Zee 1984; Tusa et al. 1992; Harris 1995) . Whilst incomplete, models which predict periodic waveforms are consistent with nystagmus data in the foveation region (Abadi et al. 1997) . What is needed is a quantitative characterization of the additional mechanisms which operate outside the foveation region.
